DR. DONALD P. FRANZMEIER APPOINTED EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF "SOIL SURVEY HORIZONS"

Dr. Donald P. Franzmeier, Associate Professor of Agronomy, Purdue University, has accepted the position of Editor-in-Chief of SOIL SURVEY HORIZONS. Dr. Franzmeier will take over the reins beginning with the fall issue, 1970. Send your material for SOIL SURVEY HORIZONS to:

Dr. Donald P. Franzmeier  
Department of Agronomy  
Purdue University  
Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Your editor has enjoyed receiving articles, notes, comments and cartoons from soil scientists since 1964. We owe many thanks to those who have contributed material to SOIL SURVEY HORIZONS through the years. SOIL SURVEY HORIZONS remains in business only through the efforts of soil scientists who work in the field. Enjoy those items of interest coming in! (Ed.)

Subscription Form for SOIL SURVEY HORIZONS, Quarterly Professional Newsletter. Address the Treasurer, F.D. Hole, 203 Soils Bldg., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706.

Annual rates: Regular, $3.00; Student, $1.00  
Foreign, $3.50; Student, $1.50

Please find enclosed $____ for ____ yr (s) subscription.

NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OCCUPATION . . . . . .

ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .